
QORE
INFINITE POSSIBILITIES



Your desk 
Your choice

Stylish, functional and adaptive, Qore offers a solution for 
almost every office environment. Designed and tested to 
the most rigorous standards, Qore allows you to build your 
office with future proof IT and desk accessories at the heart 
of the workstation.
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Practical by design

Qore has the ability to respond to the needs of an entire 
organisation making it a unique proposition, fulfilling a wide 
spectrum of demands, both practical and aesthetic and it 
does so with an attention to detail that our designers have 
honed from great experience.



2. Worksurface
Available in a large range
of desktop shapes, sizes
and finishes. Qore offers a
footprint for any application
or budget and helps you
to create your own unique
environment.

3. Screen
Screens can be fixed to the
workstation by 2 brackets
bolted to the rear of the desk
top and are available in two
heights, offering different
degrees of privacy.
Screens are available
in Fabric and MFC to
compliment the worktops.

Your system configured for you

The Qore system is designed to be configured to your exact 
needs. Start by choosing from a range of legframe options 
and continue to create a solution to match your organisations 
exacting requirements by choosing worksurfaces, screens, 
cable management, accessories and storage.

6. Above Desk Storage
Qore offers a storage
solution for every need.
Unique third level storage
optimises floorspace with
shelf or lockable box
options, while standard
Tangent Storage also
integrates seamlessly with
the Qore system.

1. Leg Style
Qore desking accepts a
selection of four leg options
available in multiple colours
to create a unique look.
The rectangular shared
leg option replaces two
leg frames to reduce
components and physically
joins two desks together in
linear runs. The shared leg
can be used in combination 
with all desks.

4. Cable Management
Cable management uses
an innovative hinged wire
basket mechanism that
simply clips into place.
Leg mounted and flexible
cable risers supply power
from floor positions to  offer
a fully cable managed
solution.

5. Accessories
Multiple screen and worktop
mounted accessories are
available.  Screen and
desk mounted monitor
arms combined with under
desk CPU cradles help to
keep the worktops clean
and helps to adopt a
comfortable sitting posture.



OPEN PLAN

Your office your work-style

However you work, Qore can be adapted to suit your 
organisation’s exact work-style. Qore provides cost effective 
solutions for every office type from open plan benching to 
cellular and trading office configurations
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Your technology 
taken care of

Integrating your IT requirements to Qore’s adaptive 
platform is easy. Cable management, PCs, monitors 
and much more can be easily accommodated within 
the system, making Qore more than just a desk. 

Cable management uses an innovative hinged wire 
basket mechanism that simply clips into place.

Desktops come with a unique cable port/fixing point 
a with hinged flap keeping cabling tidy and also 
serving as the fixing point for shelf support poles or 
monitor arms. 

Modesty Panels can be assembled directly under 
the top or with a large gap to give greater access to 
horizontal cable management.



Tangent is a market leading British office 
furniture manufacturer serving companies 
across all market sectors. 

We add value through innovative 
design that recognises the trends and 
developments in technology.  

At Tangent our manufacturing heritage 
stretches back over 30 years. Today, our 
modern manufacturing facility located in 
Chalgrove, Oxfordshire extends to 75,000 
square feet.  

All our products are manufactured to the 
highest standards with rigorous  ISO 9001 
accredited quality control system in place. 

We would like to hear from you. Whatever 
the size of your project or stage you are at 
in the design process we are here to help 
and advise.

Desking supplied, delivered & installed by:

HSI Furniture
Units 1 & 2 Mays Farm
Hyde End Lane, Ryeish Green
Reading, Berkshire
RG7 1EP

t] 0118  9883009   f] 0118 9883006
e] sales@hsifurniture.co.uk   w] www.hsifurniture.co.uk




